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This training catalog may be reproduced or transmitted for the purpose of informing current or potential PECB Partners
and Trainers, or interested trainees, of the current PECB training and certification opportunities, on the condition that the
reproduction or transmission includes the following notice:“© Professional Evaluation and Certification Board 2021. All
rights reserved.” Reproductions or transmissions for any other purpose require prior written permission.
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PECB has over the years made
the provision of quality training
courses and certification
services that truly speak to its
customers’ needs an ingrained
habit. This analogy applies to
our steady stream of continual
improvement, with innovation
and creativity happening
systematically. By building a
continuous improvement culture
and translating it into a shared
mindset and philosophy, we have
created a level of unparalleled
services in this ever-changing
business environment.
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E RI C L AC HAP E L L E
Chief Executive Officer at PECB

THE STATURE OF PECB
TRAINING COURSES
We are at a time in which our own existence is changing under the influence of new
technologies. For us at PECB, each perceived challenge opens up many new opportunities
for offering excellent training courses — second to none.
The variety of advanced training courses and certification services we offer make
decision-making easier for you to boost your career.
We continuously strive to translate our efforts and commitment to provide excellence in
keeping our training courses updated with the latest trends, standards, best practices,
and approaches. Our experts work tirelessly to bring valuable, sophisticated training
courses, containing relevant information that meet your needs and serve as a reliable
source of information; all that made possible through our customer-oriented approach at
the core of our company culture.

With education being an ever-evolving space, and learners
increasingly diverse in nature and preferences, we have options
available that respond to each learner’s need and preference of
receiving information, from traditional and contemporary learning
practices to innovative ones, offering a jump start on the path to
excellence.
We listened, and answered. Easing the road to success. Isn’t that
the ultimate goal?
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Currently, organizations are at
the forefront of unprecedented
change, and as they enter this
digital race, speed, agility, and
adaptability have become highlyprized attributes. At PECB, we are
driven and culturally powered by
a systemic process of continual
improvement, embedded in our
company’s DNA. This way, we offer
solutions for all individuals who
are eager to obtain specialized
knowledge or skill set and
consequently gain internationally
recognized certifications.
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New tools, methodologies, and
techniques, incorporated in our
training course materials and
diligently executed by our teams,
assure transformational results.

GO BEYOND THE ORDINARY AND LEARN IN
THE FORMAT THAT SUITS YOU BEST
How can our certification training courses help you shape your career path?
While every individual and organization is unique, we have tailored each of our training courses
to reflect and address the needs and requests of the individuals in the modern world; that being
an ever-changing environment with day-to-day evolving technologies. To keep you ahead of the
trends, we have developed training courses in an array of topics ranging from information security,
business continuity, health and safety, data protection, sustainability, and more.
It is time for you to be in charge of your personal development, and we are here to accompany you
in this journey.

FATON AL I U
Co-Founder, President,
and COO at PECB
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PECB Training Course
Delivery Formats

Education is an ever-evolving space. That is why in this increasingly diverse world
of individuals and rapid digital transformation reshaping every aspect of our
lives, the “one-size-fits-all” concept simply does not apply anymore. It is therefore
imperative that each education provider understand how to embrace this trend by
acknowledging, and most importantly, addressing the diverse nature, unique needs,
and learning preferences of each individual.
We remain committed to acknowledge this multitude of different types of learners
and help them all equally improve their skills and develop professionally and
intellectually. In order to achieve this, and ensure that learning is enriching, PECB
has options available that easily and effectively respond to each learner’s needs and
preferences of receiving information.
Our training course delivery formats reflect an amalgamation of successful traditional,
contemporary, and innovative learning practices.
Take the next step in your education and competence development by learning more
about our training course delivery formats.

Classroom
Our classroom training courses are participantcentered and delivered in different venues
worldwide by PECB Certified Trainers.
This training delivery format can be especially
beneficial for those wishing to learn through
cooperative activities and group work as well as
have interaction with peers, share experiences,
ideas, and opinions. This remains the most
comprehensive format that allows participants to
capture the entire experience of training.
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Live Online
Our live online training courses are synchronized events organized in a live virtual meeting room/
classroom environment. These training courses offer an engaging and interactive learning experience
led by PECB Certified Trainers via sophisticated tools that allow remote teaching.
This training delivery format makes learning more accessible to our candidates in new ways, especially
to those who do not have traveling as an option, or when late classes are the only feasible alternative.
eLearning
The PECB eLearning training courses are neither location constrained nor time bound. This method
is technologically enabled and is delivered by PECB Certified Trainers in pre-recorded video format.
These training courses have been catered to meet each individual’s needs and have been designed
with the aim of transcending spatial and temporal restrictions.
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With the PECB eLearning, it has never been easier and more convenient to be a learner. You can
take these training courses on any device and from any location that makes learning a comfortable
experience owing to the flexibility and freedom it offers. Participants will take quizzes that will allow
for interactivity, and will be equipped with additional reading material to enhance their knowledge. For
those interested, our Resellers also will provide additional Live Q&A sessions with competent trainers
to offer additional coaching.
Self-Study
If you want to take a training course at your own pace and a place of your choice, you can engage in
self-study, for which all that is needed is access to the PECB training course materials.
One of the major advantages of our self-study training course delivery format is that you can take
control of your own learning and direct your own studying. This format is feasible for participants who
have a considerable knowledge on the subject and do not require assisted lecturing.
Regardless of the training course format, all participants will have access to the training course
material digitally via KATE. After completing the training course in any PECB training course delivery
format, you can enter the exam from anywhere in the world through the PECB Exams app. Finally,
those who successfully pass the exam can apply for certification.

TRAINING COURSE CATALOG 2021
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Good. Better. Best. The three defining characteristics of our continual
improvement philosophy.

CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT
CULTURE

We are constantly listening, learning, and evolving – just like you. And our
training courses and certification services are a reflection of your feedback,
needs, and preferences brought to life.
With some of the best-known and most widely used standards, methodologies,
approaches, and innovative technologies, our state-of-the-art training courses
are simply tailored to fit your world.

PECB TRAINING COURSE CATEGORIES

TRAINING COURSE CATALOG 2021
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
TRAINING COURSES

WHO SHOULD ATTEND



INTRODUCTION

Individuals who wish to gain or expand their knowledge on the relevant standard or field

1 DAY

FOUNDATION

Individuals who wish to learn the basis of implementing a management system and its processes

2 DAYS

LEAD IMPLEMENTER

Individuals responsible for the implementation and management of a management system in their company

5 DAYS

LEAD AUDITOR

Individuals responsible for auditing and monitoring management systems

5 DAYS

MANAGER TRAINING COURSES

WHO SHOULD ATTEND



INTRODUCTION

Individuals who wish to get introduced to the associated standard or field

1 DAY

FOUNDATION

Individuals who wish to study the fundamentals of the processes and procedures in the related field or standard

2 DAYS

MANAGER

Managers in the relevant field who wish to develop the skills and knowledge to carry out and implement
processes, approaches, and techniques for different programs, plans, strategies, etc.

3 DAYS

LEAD MANAGER

Managers in the relevant field who wish to assess, manage, or maintain plans, assessments, frameworks,
programs, or the like, and develop their management expertise

5 DAYS

NON-ISO TRAINING COURSES

WHO SHOULD ATTEND



INTRODUCTION

Individuals who wish to get introduced to the associated field

1 DAY

FOUNDATION

Individuals who wish to study the foundations of the associated field and its related processes

2 DAYS

MANAGER

Managers in the relevant field who wish to gain knowledge on the fundamental principles and
concepts of a management program

3 DAYS

LEAD MANAGER

Managers in the relevant field who wish to develop their skills and knowledge on the associated field and
improve their management expertise

5 DAYS

TRAINING COURSE CATALOG 2021
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The range of training courses we offer is purpose-driven and at the heart of each individual and
organization’s key challenges. We aim at transferring valuable knowledge and best practices
through our training courses which cover, among others, the following fields and disciplines:
â
â
â

Information Security and Resilience
GRC, Privacy, and Digital Transformation
Quality, Management, and Sustainability
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CMMC-AB PROFESSIONAL

GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR CMMC-AB
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION
The CMMC-AB Professional certification demonstrates your knowledge on the
Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) and your ability to interpret
its requirements in the specific context of DoD suppliers or organizations
seeking certification. By attending the CMMC-AB Professional training course,
you will gain an understanding of the CMMC domains, capabilities, maturity
levels, processes, and practices. In addition, you will develop the necessary
knowledge to support organizations in implementing and managing the CMMC
requirements. A CMMC-AB Professional certification demonstrates that you
have understood the cybersecurity maturity levels and their practices ranging
from basic cyber hygiene to advanced or proactive cybersecurity.

CYBERSECURITY

WHY GET CMMC-AB PROFESSIONAL CERTIFIED
Recent studies state that business losses due to cybercrime will add up to $5
trillion by 2024. Cyberattacks have a huge impact on organizations, particularly
those related to the government, such as the United States Department of
Defense. A cyberattack in the Defense Industrial Base can result in devastating
losses of controlled unclassified information (CUI), federal contract information
(FCI), and intellectual property. This is why the Office of the Under Secretary of
Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment (OUSD (A&S)) and other stakeholders
have established a cybersecurity maturity model that helps organizations
improve their cybersecurity posture and ensure that their security capabilities
are at the required level. The CMMC-AB certification is a requirement for all DoD
suppliers at all tiers along the supply chain. By becoming a CMMC-AB Certified
Professional, you will be able to advise organizations on CMMC preparation
and participate as an assessment team member under the supervision of a
Certified Assessor (This credential is is a prerequisite for becoming a Certified
CMMC-AB Assessor or Instructor.). This certification will help you to expand
your professional knowledge and start a career path in this specific industry.
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PECB is a leader in ISO training and
certification for a good reason. The
training course material is eloquent
and broken down into manageable
pieces that enable discussions
during training course sessions. As
a reseller, I have received support
and collaboration from PECB and I
can always rely on prompt, efficient,
and professional services from its
teams.
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N AB I L ALY
Founder/CEO at NISKAA Group
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
BASED ON ISO 22301

GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR ISO 22301 CERTIFICATION
Obtaining an ISO 22301 certification will demonstrate that you have the
necessary expertise to establish a framework for identifying, preventing, and
reducing threats for the organization you work for, and quickly recover in case
of incidents and disasters. By providing a cost-saving strategy, the organization’s
financial performance is improved, and it allows the organization to continue
operating efficiently during critical predicaments. In addition, it strengthens
your management skills by providing you with a clear understanding of how a
business continuity strategy is built. This allows you to be flexible during localized
disruptions or international disasters, and maintain an efficient delivery of services
even when the business is facing a crisis.

CONTINUITY, RESILIENCE, AND RECOVERY

According to Horizon Score Report in 2020, 27.5% of the responders claimed that
ISO 22301 certification helped to reduce insurance costs, whilst 25.2% claimed it helped
to support international trade.

WHY GET ISO 22301 CERTIFIED
Between the unpredictability of natural disasters, information security breaches,
and incidents of different nature, preparedness can make any organization stand
out in the crowd and predict the future of their business. The need for professionals
in this field has always existed. A certification in this field gives you the opportunity
to get employed by different organizations so as to help them be resilient and
minimize major losses and the recovery time of critical functions. Helping
organizations prepare for the unexpected and ensure that critical operations
continue to be available without interruptions is a must in today’s unpredictable
business environment. Whether you choose to pursue a career in implementation
or auditing, our certification opportunities are available to help you pave
the way to success.
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Find other products related
to this training course

CONTINUITY, RESILIENCE, AND RECOVERY



SHOP NOW

TRAINING COURSE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES



ISO 22301 INTRODUCTION

Understand the main concepts of business continuity management

1 DAY

ISO 22301 FOUNDATION

U
 nderstand the essential principles, concepts, and techniques of a BCMS and the requirements of ISO 22301

2 DAYS

ISO 22301 LEAD IMPLEMENTER

Gain a comprehensive understanding of the BCMS implementation techniques and learn how to
lead a team in implementing a BCSM based on ISO 22301

5 DAYS

ISO 22301 LEAD AUDITOR

Obtain knowledge and become competent to audit an organization’s BCMS against the requirements of ISO 22301

5 DAYS

ISO 22301:2019 TRANSITION

Understand the difference between ISO 22301:2012 and ISO 22301:2019 and help
organizations transition to the new standard

2 DAYS

PECB ISO 22301 TRAINING COURSES 
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RISK MANAGEMENT BASED
ON ISO 31000

GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR ISO 31000 CERTIFICATION
Risk has a constant presence in the business world. Its presence reflects the need
for competent professionals who have the skills and knowledge to properly deal
with them. Getting started with your ISO 31000 certification is a significant proof
of your commitment and validated capabilities of improving operational efficiency,
governing, and managing organizational risks. It will enable you to structure a Risk
Management Framework based on international best practices which facilitates
the identification, analysis, treatment, assessment, and evaluation of risks that are
or can be faced by an organization. Moreover, this certification will help you to gain
the skills to analyze and assess different factors that will improve management
techniques across the organization where you operate and improve your personal
performance and resilience.

GOVERNANCE, RISK, AND COMPLIANCE

“By 2025, 50% of global midmarket and large enterprises will depend on risk
management solutions to aggregate digital risks in their business’s ecosystem,
up from 10% in 2018.” (Gartner)

WHY GET ISO 31000 CERTIFIED
Risk management is a key driver for success and an important part of strategic
and operational planning, management decisions, and governance. Getting
your ISO 31000 certification helps you engage in professional development and
standout in a competitive marketplace as organizations as constantly in need of
such professionals. Risk management is nowadays a crucial component for each
organization, and your competence and skills will ensure that the organization
has in place an effective risk management program based on best practices,
which will enable them to manage risks effectively in order to perform well in an
environment full of uncertainties.
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Find other products related
to this training course

GOVERNANCE, RISK, AND COMPLIANCE



SHOP NOW

TRAINING COURSE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES



ISO 31000 INTRODUCTION

Understand the basic concepts of risk management based on ISO 31000

1 DAY

ISO 31000 FOUNDATION

G
 ain knowledge on the main components of ISO 31000, principles, and approaches of managing risks

2 DAYS

ISO 31000 RISK MANAGER

Acquire the skills and knowledge to implement risk management processes and frameworks in an organization
by following the guidelines set out in ISO 31000

3 DAYS

ISO 31000 LEAD RISK MANAGER

Develop the competence to successfully implement a risk management process based on ISO 31000 by also
using risk assessment methodologies provided in ISO 31010

5 DAYS

PECB ISO 31000 TRAINING COURSES 
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ANTI-BRIBERY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS BASED ON ISO 37001

GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR ISO 37001 CERTIFICATION
This certification validates your knowledge and competence for implementing
and managing an Anti-bribery Management System (ABMS) with internationally
recognized anti-bribery best practices. The knowledge and skills gained in this
training course will enable you to implement the necessary measures to prevent,
detect, and address bribery before it impacts an organization. Furthermore, the
ISO 37001 certification is a powerful factor to differentiate you in a competitive
work environment.
In addition, you can advance your skills in the auditing field by attending the
respective Lead Auditor training course, and enabling yourself to develop the skills
and knowledge to audit an ABMS by applying widely recognized audit principles,
procedures, and techniques.

GOVERNANCE, RISK, AND COMPLIANCE

Estimates show that the cost of corruption equals more than 5% of global
GDP ($ 2.6 trillion, World Economic Forum) with over $ 1 trillion paid in bribes
each year (World Bank).

WHY GET ISO 37001 CERTIFIED
Fighting bribery is one of the biggest challenges that businesses are facing today.
Starting your certification journey against ISO 37001 makes you an essential
ingredient in the ongoing effort to reduce bribery risks. Your expertise in antibribery management and the implementation of efficient measures gives the
organization you are working for the opportunity to promote confidence, credibility,
and reliability to stakeholders and customers. It will also provide them with the
necessary measures to prevent, detect, and address bribery while avoiding
reputation damage and costs.
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Find other products related
to this training course

GOVERNANCE, RISK, AND COMPLIANCE



SHOP NOW

TRAINING COURSE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES



ISO 37001 INTRODUCTION

Understand the main concepts of an anti-bribery management system based on ISO 37001

1 DAY

ISO 37001 FOUNDATION

G
 ain knowledge on the concepts and principles of an ABMS based on ISO 37001 and
the structure and components of the standard

2 DAYS

ISO 37001 LEAD IMPLEMENTER

Become competent in successfully implementing and managing an AMBS based on ISO 37001

5 DAYS

ISO 37001 LEAD AUDITOR

Develop the skills and expertise to audit an ABMS against the requirements of ISO 37001

5 DAYS

PECB ISO 37001 TRAINING COURSES  
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As training management is one
of my key responsibilities, I prefer
PECB training courses as they have
all the information, exercises, and
experiences any individual may
need to gain enough knowledge to
enable them to implement or audit
respective management systems
effectively. This is why I always
recommend PECB training courses
to all EGYBYTE customers.
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M OSTAFA AL S HAM Y
Consultancy and Audit Manager at
EGYBYTE
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GOVERNANCE, RISK, AND COMPLIANCE

IT CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
BASED ON ISO/IEC 38500

GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR
ISO/IEC 38500 CERTIFICATION
The ISO/IEC 38500 certification helps you
in building your professional portfolio, and it
opens doors for international recognition in
the field. You will acquire exceptional practical
experience to establish the principles for an
effective management of the risks associated
with IT projects and understand the importance
of IT governance. Being certified against this
standard will prove that you have what it takes to
successfully govern the organization’s use of IT,
including management processes and decisions,
which will enable the organization to balance
risks and embrace opportunities deriving from
the usage of IT.

WHY GET ISO/IEC 38500 CERTIFIED
An IT Corporate Governance framework
advocates a better understanding of guidelines
and best practices towards risk management,
project appraisal, and costs associated with IT
investments, use, and governance. Therefore,
your professional experience and skills in
implementing such a framework will allow
organizations to ensure that the decisions
regarding IT investments remain clear and
transparent.
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Find other products related
to this training course

GOVERNANCE, RISK, AND COMPLIANCE



SHOP NOW

TRAINING COURSE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES



ISO/IEC 38500 INTRODUCTION

Get introduced to main components and concepts of IT governance based on ISO/IEC 38500

1 DAY

ISO/IEC 38500 FOUNDATION

G
 ain knowledge on the best industry practices of IT governance and its key principles based on ISO/IEC 38500

2 DAYS

ISO/IEC 38500 IT CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE MANAGER

Gain a thorough understanding of the core principles for good IT governance based on ISO/IEC 38500 and
implementation of an effective framework

3 DAYS

ISO/IEC 38500 LEAD IT CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE MANAGER

Develop the skills and knowledge to successfully evaluate, implement, and monitor an IT governance model by
following the guidelines of ISO/IEC 38500

5 DAYS

PECB ISO/IEC 38500 TRAINING COURSES 
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COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS BASED ON ISO 37301

GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR
ISO 37301 CERTIFICATION
Getting an ISO 37301 certification demonstrates
your ability to help organizations implement and
audit an effective, organization-wide, compliance
management system based on the requirements of the
soon-to-be-published ISO 37301. By following PECB’s
robust and structured approaches to implementing
or auditing management system standards, you will
be able to focus on the right priorities: embedding
compliance in the culture of the organization and
shaping desired behaviors and attitudes.

GOVERNANCE, RISK, AND COMPLIANCE

WHY GET ISO 37301 CERTIFIED
What makes an organization successful in the long
term? One obvious answer is the ability to adapt to
market needs. Another, less obvious yet equally valid
answer, is the creation of a strong reputation that
showcases the organization’s commitment to comply
with relevant laws, industry codes, best practices, and
community expectations. For this purpose, talented
individuals that are able to influence and sculpt desired
behaviors and to set the foundations of a positive
culture of compliance are highly valued and sought
after. By attending PECB’s ISO 37301 Implementer or
Auditor training courses, you expand your professional
knowledge and you pave the path for a successful and
reputable career.
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS BASED ON ISO 9001

GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR
ISO 9001 CERTIFICATION
This certification will demonstrate that you possess the necessary
expertise to effectively support an organization in implementing
and maintaining the best quality processes. You will be able to
set out areas of responsibilities throughout the process, which
will address the risks and opportunities leading to overall
performance improvement. Furthermore, you will be able to help
organizations deliver consistent services through the effective
use of resources so as to reach their objectives faster. This will
enhance your personal performance, while at the same time
improving the quality of an organization’s products and services.

QUALITY AND MANAGEMENT

WHY GET ISO 9001 CERTIFIED
Quality is the defining characteristic that each organization strives
to achieve. ISO 9001 certified professionals are considered as a
strong asset to any organization. Meeting the future needs and
expectations is a big challenge for organizations that operate
in any industry, especially in today’s increasingly dynamic
environment. Thus, in order to accomplish organizational
objectives, it is important to understand the necessity of hiring
experts in this field. Certified professionals will help organizations
establish a set of processes and systems which will positively
engage employees, build a continual improvement culture,
and lead to customer satisfaction. Moreover, it will improve
an organization’s credibility and image by showing that they
have met the necessary requirements. This, in turn, will direct
customers to choose that organization among the rest, and help
in your professional development.
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Find other products related
to this training course

QUALITY AND MANAGEMENT



SHOP NOW

TRAINING COURSE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES



ISO 9001 INTRODUCTION

Understand the main concepts of a Quality Management System (QMS)

1 DAY

ISO 9001 FOUNDATION

G
 ain knowledge on the basic elements to implement and manage a QMS as specified in ISO 9001
as well as the requirements of the standard

2 DAYS

ISO 9001 LEAD IMPLEMENTER

Develop the skills and competence to support an organization in implementing, managing,
and maintaining a QMS based on ISO 9001

5 DAYS

ISO 9001 LEAD AUDITOR

Develop the skills and competence to perform an ISO 9001 audit of an organization’s QMS by applying widely
recognized audit principles, procedures, and techniques

5 DAYS

ISO 9001:2015 TRANSITION

Obtain a comprehensive understanding of the differences between ISO 9001:2008
and ISO 9001:2015 versions of the standard

2 DAYS

PECB ISO 9001 TRAINING COURSES 
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PECB training courses incorporate
international best practices and
represent the crème de la crème
of knowledge in the disciplines
they cover. The training modules
on ISO 45001, for example,
comprehensively cover the
body of knowledge required to
anticipate and prevent accidents
and injuries in every industry and
field of endeavor. PECB constantly
focuses on being the best in class
by ensuring that its courses meet
and exceed expectations. This is
amply attested by the normative
references of training materials and
frequent updating which indicate
continual improvement. As a trainer,
I am able to confidently present to
my clients, knowing that they are
receiving current knowledge that is
reliable, relevant, and trustworthy.
JACOB M C L E AN
Managing Director/Principal
Trainer at Kaizen Training and
Management Consultants Limited
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND
SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
BASED ON ISO 45001

GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR
ISO 45001 CERTIFICATION
Regardless of the industry, accidents that lead to injury or
health-related issues will always occur. This suggests that
organizations of all kinds are always demanding professionals
that will help them assure that these injuries are minimized or
eliminated entirely. By obtaining an ISO 45001 certification, you
will prove that you have the competence and skills to implement
or audit an Occupational Health and Safety Management System
in any organization, and that you care about the well-being of
employees and you are continually making efforts to enhance
their welfare. Furthermore, you will earn a globally recognized
certificate in Occupational Health and Safety Management, which
will demonstrate that you are aware of the policies and processes
needed to reduce work injuries.

“Diseases related to work cause the most deaths among workers.
Hazardous substances alone are estimated to cause 651,279
deaths a year.” (ILO)

HEALTH AND SAFETY

WHY GET ISO 45001 CERTIFIED
Your certification will help you assist organizations in demonstrating
that they have aligned their strategic direction to the well-being of
their employees and other individuals. In addition, it enables them
to set and evaluate performance measures, which will result in the
reduction of the number of accidents and their related costs. This, in
turn, will make a highly desirable working environment and will put it
at the top of the charts of labor demand, which ultimately will ensure
a lower turnover effect for the existing employees and will guarantee
that the organization you work for has a comparative advantage in
hiring.
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Find other products related
to this training course

HEALTH AND SAFETY



SHOP NOW

TRAINING COURSE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES



ISO 45001 INTRODUCTION

Understand the main concepts and principles of an Occupational Health and Safety Management System (OH&S MS)

1 DAY

ISO 45001 FOUNDATION

L
 earn the main steps and elements to implement and manage an OH&S MS based on ISO 45001

2 DAYS

ISO 45001 LEAD IMPLEMENTER

Develop the skills and knowledge necessary to implement, manage, and maintain an OH&S MS based on ISO 45001

5 DAYS

ISO 45001 LEAD AUDITOR

Develop the necessary skillset to perform OH&S MS audits by applying widely recognized audit principles,
procedures, and methods

5 DAYS

ISO 45001:2018 TRANSITION

Understand the main differences between OHSAS 18001 and ISO 45001 standards

2 DAYS

PECB ISO 45001 TRAINING COURSES 
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SECURITY OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS BASED ON ISO 18788

GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR
ISO 18788 CERTIFICATION
Being able to conduct security operations and
meet the requirements and needs of clients
and other stakeholders is not an easy feat for
many organizations. Being certified against
this standard demonstrates that you have
the necessary skills to support organizations
in establishing, implementing, monitoring,
reviewing, maintaining, and improving the
management of security operations. You will be
able to establish effective corporate governance,
strengthen the credibility and reliability of
security organizations, and improve operational
success.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

WHY GET ISO 18788 CERTIFIED
Many organizations are in need of experts
when it comes to detecting and implementing
appropriate legal and regulatory guidelines and
also support business functions and the supply
chain. Your professional experience, coupled with
the knowledge and skills gained in this training
course, will demonstrate your competence in
assisting organizations to consistently provide
security operations services that meet customer
requirements, while adhering to applicable laws
and human rights requirements.
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Find other products related
to this training course

HEALTH AND SAFETY



SHOP NOW

TRAINING COURSE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES



ISO 18788 INTRODUCTION

Understand the main concepts of a Security Operations Management System (SOMS)

1 DAY

ISO 18788 FOUNDATION

Become acquainted with the fundamentals of a SOMS and best practices to implement and manage
one based on ISO 18788

2 DAYS

ISO 18788 LEAD IMPLEMENTER

Develop the skills and knowledge to support an organization in implementing, managing, and
maintaining a SOMS based on ISO 18788

5 DAYS

ISO 18788 LEAD AUDITOR

Develop the necessary skills to perform an SOMS audit by applying widely recognized audit principles,
procedures, and techniques

5 DAYS

Note: The ISO 18788 Introduction training course is under development and may be available upon request.

PECB ISO 18788 TRAINING COURSES 
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS BASED ON ISO 14001

GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR
ISO 14001 CERTIFICATION
This certificate will demonstrate your commitment to
the development and advancement of your professional
career in environmental management systems. By
becoming certified against this standard, you will gain
international recognition, help organizations increase
resource efficiency, reduce waste and costs, and become
part of any organization where such a certification is
compulsory. Moreover, you will have an advantage
over other employees because you are following high
professional standards.

SUSTAINABILITY

WHY GET ISO 14001 CERTIFIED
Energy usage is crucial to climate change. Considering
that the search for alternative energy sources can be
time consuming; every organization is aspiring to reduce
energy consumption and use. This is where the expertise
of professionals in this field is needed. By obtaining the
knowledge and skills that this training course is designed
to provide, you will be able to help organizations achieve
a great advantage over other competitors. It will also
demonstrate your commitment and ability to reduce
negative environmental impacts, while growing the
business. In addition, organizations will gain marketing
advantage by having in place a framework that ensures
immediate response to customers and management
inquiries. This will show that you are a future-oriented
professional, which is highly valuable in today’s market.
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Find other products related
to this training course

SUSTAINABILITY



SHOP NOW

TRAINING COURSE

LEARNING OBJECTIVES



ISO 14001 INTRODUCTION

Understand the main concepts of an Environmental Management System (EMS)

1 DAY

ISO 14001 FOUNDATION

G
 ain knowledge on the main elements to implement and manage an EMS as specified in ISO 14001

2 DAYS

ISO 14001 LEAD IMPLEMENTER

Acquire the necessary knowledge for supporting an organization in implementing,
managing, and maintaining an EMS as specified in 14001

5 DAYS

ISO 14001 LEAD AUDITOR

Develop the necessary skills to perform EMS audits

5 DAYS

ISO 14001:2015 TRANSITION

Understand the differences between ISO 14001:2004 and ISO 14001:2015 so as to help an organization transition and
get certified against the newest version of the standard

2 DAYS

PECB ISO 14001 TRAINING COURSES 
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PECB training course materials are
designed in a way that can be used
both as study materials and as
fieldwork manuals!
In these materials we can find all
the theoretical foundation and
the best management practices
aligned with legal and regulatory
requirements, and they allow
instructors’ expertise to be used
in an assertive manner along with
the content tailored with practical
cases.

TRAINING COURSE CATALOG 2021

FAB I O AN J OS
Executive Director at Behaviour
Brasil Ltda

PECB ONLINE PLATFORMS
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PECB ONLINE PLATFORMS

PECB eLearning

PECB KATE

PECB Exams
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Modern technology has made it
possible for everyone to improve
their professional skills.
PECB has been working
relentlessly to offer its clients
the opportunity to take training
courses online. Online training
courses are hugely beneficial
for people who have different
learning preferences, are on
lockdown, or for anyone who
simply prefers modern means for
their professional advancement.

eLearning
Convenient learning solutions

To bring out the best in these
training courses, we are
continuously collaborating
with professionals and
experienced trainers in fields
such as Information Security, Risk
Management, Consulting, etc.

How can you benefit from eLearning?

â

Let’s break things down and see what eLearning
offers to you as a client.

â

PECB eLearning

â

The fact that the entire training course and
examination is carried out electronically (hence
the “e” in eLearning) means that all you need in
order to access these training courses is a device
such as a laptop, smartphone, or tablet, working
internet access to connect the device to, and the
KATE app.

â

Having access to the training courses 24/7 enables you to dictate the pace
of your study. You do not have to worry about schedules, traveling and
accommodation, or having to take days off from work.
The unlimited access allows you to go back to any section of the training
course as you need them.
Every training course consists of several video sections that take no longer
than 20 minutes to watch. This was done with the sole purpose of making the
information easy to receive and process.

In a nutshell, the eLearning training courses are a convenient way to effectively
enhance your professional skills. Your virtual classroom now is KATE!
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How does the eLearning
experience look like?
Our eLearning training courses are delivered on the KATE app. Once
logged on using your PECB account, you will be able to browse through
the sections of the training course(s) you have purchased or have been
assigned to you.
In addition to having the training course content in video format, you
will also be able to access the regular training course materials format
structured in different training course days with the additional files
available in an editable format (depending on the training course, the case
study, exercises, and exercises correction key files will also be available).
In addition to the lectures and the training course materials, quizzes have
been incorporated into the KATE app. to ensure that our training courses
are as interactive as possible.

PECB eLearning

What about examination?
After completing the training course, you will be taking the exam online
via PECB Exams application. PECB Invigilators are also available online,
therefore taking the exam remotely is not a problem at all.

â

Downloading the PECB KATE app. is easy. All you need is
internet access and a device running on Windows 8, 8.1, 10
or macOS.

To find out which eLearning training courses are available, please check
our web page or brochure.

â

After KATE app. is installed, log in with your PECB account and
access your training materials.
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INTRODUCING KATE APP
COMPATIBLE WITH WINDOWS 8
AND UP & MACOS

WHAT’S NEW IN KATE?
â
â

â
â
â
â
â

â

HD slide quality resolution
Settings feature which allows users
to load low or high-resolution quality
versions of slides, based on the
preference set
Option to download slides locally in KATE
Search functionality for notes
Slide thumbnails
Full screen capability and exit
Option to save the state/page of your
slides when performing other actions
while studying
Wireless presenter remote control

TRAINING COURSE CATALOG 2021

Additional features that support the eLearning
training course delivery format include:
â
â

Learning through HD videos
Taking interactive quizzes

TRY IT NOW

For a better learning experience!
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EXAMINATION AND CERTIFICATION

EXAMINATION AND
CERTIFICATION

PECB EXAMS — ONE STEP BEFORE
CERTIFICATION
Taking PECB certification exams is an easy and efficient
process. Our carefully developed exams are tailored to
reflect the content covered during the training course,
and encourage the usage of developed critical-thinking
and problem-solving skills.
PECB certification exams are offered on a global scale
through our network of resellers and distributors.

PECB EXAM FORMATS
a.

Paper-based: Exams are provided on paper to candidates. The use of
electronic devices, such as laptops, tablets, smartphones, etc., is not
allowed. The exam session is supervised by a PECB Approved Invigilator at
the premises where the Reseller organized the training course.

b.

Online: Exams are provided electronically via the PECB Exams application to
candidates. The use of electronic devices, such as tablets and smartphones,
is not allowed. The exam session is supervised remotely by a PECB Invigilator
via the PECB Exams application and external/integrated camera.
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PECB EXAM TYPES

a.

Multiple-choice “closed book” exams where candidates are not allowed to use
anything but the exam paper and a pen.

b.

Multiple-choice “open book” exams. Essay-type exams transitioning to multiplechoice exams will be “open book” as they will comprise scenario-based questions,
that will allow PECB to evaluate candidates’ knowledge, abilities, and skills to use
information in new situations (apply), draw connections among ideas (analyze) and
justify a stand or decision (evaluate). Candidates are allowed to use the following
reference materials:
â
â
â
â

A copy of the standard
Training course materials
Any personal notes made by the candidate during the training course
A hard-copy dictionary

The duration of the exam varies according to the type of examination scheme:
Foundation exam:
1 hour

Manager exam:
2 hours

Lead exam:
3 hours

EXAMINATION AND CERTIFICATION

Note: The exam duration above is applicable for both online and paper-based exams.

Additional time can be provided to candidates taking the exam in a language different
from their mother tongue, if requested by the candidates:
Foundation exam:
10 minutes

Manager exam:
20 minutes

Lead exam:
30 minutes

To attend our training courses and begin the process, you can:
â
â
â

Find a training course provider in your region, by checking our Partners List
Sign up for a PECB training course and exam from our Event Schedule
Check the list of the available PECB exams here

For more information click here.

PECB EXAMS APPLICATION
SIMPLE, FAST, FREE
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Ready for Your Certification Exam?
For a whole new enjoyable experience, we have updated the PECB Exams application using the latest design trends. Take the exam from anywhere at any time, in an
efficient, seamless, and secure manner.

EXAMINATION AND CERTIFICATION

TRY IT NOW

The result of our continuous effort to make the examination process even more effortless and adaptable
to different audiences has been recently extended to brand new and dedicated versions of PECB Exams
for PECB Authorized Testing Centers (ACTs) and Technical training courses certification exams.

Interested in authorizing your testing center to organize
PECB private online exams and become a PECB ATC?
Fill out the application form by clicking here.

Some of the main features of the new version of PECB Exams for ATCs include:
PECB Exams - Technical
â
â

No external/integrated webcam or microphone
The only camera required in the testing center will be the one connected with the Invigilator
computer to provide our system with feed covering the entire space used by the ATC online
examinees.

â

The testing center camera feed will be used by our system to take automatic screenshots and store
them in the system to be reviewed for verifying compliance with our online examination policies.

Dedicated to our customers interested in taking
technical PECB certification exams online. This
edition also allows candidates to freely select the
exam location, date, and time. With this edition too,
candidates are remotely invigilated by PECB authorized
remote Invigilators.
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EXAMINATION AND CERTIFICATION

LET PECB CERTIFICATION
BE YOUR CREDIBILITY EARMARK!

Education, validation, and recognition are just
some of the defining qualities of a professional
certification that affirms that an individual is
driven to achieve, shows commitment to their
profession, and most importantly, has gained
validated skills and knowledge.

Our certifications serve as reliable evidence that you have met the minimum requirements
for professional and ethical behavior, help you in the execution of your tasks, and help you
achieve and manage all aspects of your work more effectively.

Whether you are just beginning your journey
or are well on the path of a successful career in
the field of ISO standards and other regulatory
frameworks, PECB certification is your path to
career enhancement and greater success in
your chosen profession.

The PECB certification process is simple:

A worthwhile investment of time and resources — as a continuous thirst for knowledge often
translates into building a thriving business and professional development

â
â
â
â
â

Decide which certification is right for you
Attend the training course of your choice
Prepare, schedule, and pass the exam
Apply and get certified
Maintain your certification
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EXAM

CREDENTIALS

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

AUDIT EXPERIENCE

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

FOUNDATION

Foundation

None

None

None

Provisional Manager

None

None

None

Manager

2 years (1 in the specialized field)

None

200 hours

Lead Manager

5 years (2 in the specialized field)

None

300 hours

Senior Lead Manager

10 years (7 in the specialized field)

None

1,000 hours

Provisional Auditor

None

None

None

Auditor

2 years (1 in the specialized field)

200 hours

None

Lead Auditor

5 years (2 in the specialized field)

300 hours

None

Senior Lead Auditor

10 years (7 in the specialized field)

1,000 hours

None

Provisional Implementer

None

None

None

Implementer

2 years (1 in the specialized field)

None

200 hours

Lead Implementer

5 years (2 in the specialized field)

None

300 hours

Senior Lead Implementer

10 years (7 in the specialized field)

None

1,000 hours

Master

15 years (10 in the specialized field)

700 hours

700 hours

EXAMINATION AND CERTIFICATION

LEAD MANAGER

LEAD AUDITOR

LEAD IMPLEMENTER

LEAD AUDITOR AND LEAD IMPLEMENTER
(4 ADDITIONAL FOUNDATION EXAMS)

*Note: These credentials can also be obtained by taking/passing the corresponding Manager exam.
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PECB certifications are a
stamp of excellence!

EXAMINATION AND CERTIFICATION

MASTER
CREDENTIALS

The PECB Master Credential is the crown jewel of our
Personnel Certification Programs. This credential is
awarded to PECB Certified Professionals who have a wealth
of experience and have demonstrated valuable skills, and
made a major contribution in their field of expertise.

With this credential, we celebrate the highest potential of individuals
who have left their footprint and demonstrated particular proficiency,
knowledge, and professionalism in their specific role or profession.
All individuals are eligible to apply for this credential, provided that they
satisfy the criteria of each scheme.
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With PECB you do not just
gain recognition; you move
beyond that.
In order to maintain a certificate,
PECB Professionals are required
to demonstrate that they
are performing certificationrelated activities on an annual
basis. In addition to that, they
are required to pay an Annual
Maintenance Fee (AMF).

Gain Professional
Credibility by Maintaining
Your Certification

EXAMINATION AND CERTIFICATION

For additional information,
please read the Certification
Maintenance Policy.

In an increasingly competitive global business landscape,
being certified represents credible excellence and
commitment to understanding and excelling in your profession.
As technologies evolve and you move forward, so must your
skills and experience. Maintaining your certification is the best
means for ensuring that certified individuals can continue to
achieve these objectives and demonstrate them every day in
their jobs.

INCREASE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Maintaining your certification will give you an advantage during the
hiring process and help you differentiate yourself from others. Uphold
the professional credentials you worked hard for by maintaining the
certification, and always distinguish yourself from the competition!
INCREASE EARNING POTENTIAL

DEMONSTRATE COMMITMENT AND RECOGNITION
Maintaining your certification is a demonstration of recognition
of competency, commitment to professionalism and continued
learning, and engagement to professional development. These
can help you enhance your credibility and prestige, especially
when pursuing new business opportunities.

Just as much as maintaining your certification improves your marketability,
it will definitely increase your earning potential. Continuously maintaining
your certification is proof of your professional persistence and that you
are working consistently towards professional development. Increase
your chances for better earning!
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STAY UP TO DATE
By constantly acquiring knowledge on new
techniques, methodologies, standards, and
technology in your industry, you can prove that
you are constantly up to date with the latest
trends and are using this information to hone
your strategies and work habits.

EXAMINATION AND CERTIFICATION

YOU HAVE MORE
THAN 5 CERTIFICATIONS
WITH PECB?
PECB has developed an AMF discount
program for candidates who have obtained
more than 5 certifications with PECB. For
example, if a candidate has 8 certifications,
they will be required to pay the AMFs only for
the 5 certifications in a cycle. For all the other
certifications in that cycle, the AMF is omitted.
Go beyond your field of study!
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PECB UNIVERSITY

PECB University

PECB University is a private Higher Education Institution,
established in 2018 and licensed under the authority of
the Higher Education Licensure Commission (HELC)
in Washington, DC. It offers five field-specific MBA,
a Graduate Diploma, and seven Graduate Certificate
programs to a global audience, using proprietary
state-of-the-art software and services.

Directly affiliated to PECB, a world-class certification body for
persons on a wide range of international standards, PECB University
seeks to build upon such established expertise and target
in-demand industry specializations of the contemporary labor
market to provide academic programs that help achieve academic
excellence, narrow specialization, and enhanced entrepreneurial or
employment opportunities for its students.
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Overview of Study Programs

PECB University offers degree and non-degree seeking programs, all
delivered in a combined online and classroom experience. Through our
courses, we offer:
â Unique specializations
PECB University programs allows students the opportunity to explore some
of the most compelling topics of the present day by offering prosperous
specializations that help them amp up their career prospects.
â Flexible programs
PECB University programs are designed to fit the specific needs of the
busy individual. Our programs offer students the opportunity to become
competitive while keeping their existing obligations.
â World-class education
Competent academicians will be contributing towards students’ education,
who, apart from their academic qualifications, have hands-on experience
on the subjects they teach. Given their international backgrounds, students
will gain a broader outlook on present matters and adopt a mindset that
allows them to approach situations from different angles.
â International encounters
The university has no physical boundaries, thus students will have unlimited
possibilities for networking and connecting with the university community
comprising of students and staff coming from different walks of life.

PECB UNIVERSITY

â Digitalized experience
Students will benefit from being taught in systems that allows them to
connect and share online while having the convenience of their location.
â Accelerated path to degree
The university offers a generous transfer of credits policy that allows
students to refrain from some course requirements and progress faster
towards their degree.
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PECB University Programs

MBA Programs

PECB UNIVERSITY

Graduate Certificate Programs
â
â
â
â
â

MBA in Information Security Management
MBA in Business Continuity Management
MBA in Information Technology Service Management
MBA in Quality Management
MBA in Risk Management

Graduate Diploma Program
â

Graduate Diploma in Information Security Management

â
â
â
â
â
â
â

GC in Information Security Management
GC in Business Continuity Management
GC in Information Technology Service Management
GC in Quality Management
GC in Risk Management
GC in Business Administration
GC in Management Systems Administration

All of our study programs share the same modular structure; this allows students to easily transfer from one study program to another. You got a Graduate Certificate and later decide to go for
a Graduate Diploma or MBA? Easy. You only enroll for the remaining courses as the courses you have completed will be automatically transferred.¹ See the table below with the example taken.
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¹ If Graduate Certificate and Graduate Diploma/MBA are in the same specialization field
GC - Graduate Certificate | GD - Graduate Diploma

INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT
Graduate Certificate
PECB training course / Equivalency

PECB University course requirements

ISO/IEC 27001 Lead Implementer

Information Security MS Implementation

ISO/IEC 27001 Lead Auditor

Information Security MS Audit

ISO/IEC 27032 Cyber Security

Cybersecurity Management

ISO/IEC 27035 Incident Management

Incident Management

Awarded Graduate Certificate in
Information Security Management

Graduate Diploma
PECB training course / Equivalency

PECB University course requirements

TRANSFERRED FOR FREE FROM GC

Information Security MS Implementation

TRANSFERRED FOR FREE FROM GC

Information Security MS Audit

-

Leadership and Organizational Behavior

-

Project Management

-

Business Communication & Presentation Skills

-

Research Methodology

-

Capstone Project

Awarded Graduate Diploma in
Information Security Management

PECB UNIVERSITY

MBA
TRANSFERRED FOR FREE FROM GC/GD

Information Security MS Implementation

TRANSFERRED FOR FREE FROM GC/GD

Information Security MS Audit

TRANSFERRED FOR FREE FROM GC/GD

Cybersecurity Management

TRANSFERRED FOR FREE FROM GC/GD

Incident Management

TRANSFERRED FOR FREE FROM GD

Leadership and Organizational Behavior

TRANSFERRED FOR FREE FROM GD

Project Management

TRANSFERRED FOR FREE FROM GD

Business Communication & Presentation Skills

TRANSFERRED FOR FREE FROM GD

Research Methodology

TRANSFERRED FOR FREE FROM GD

Capstone Project

-

Qualitative Methods in Social Sciences

-

Statistics for Managers

TRANSFERRED ELIGIBLE PECB CERTIFICATE FOR FREE

Elective 1

TRANSFERRED ELIGIBLE PECB CERTIFICATE FOR FREE

Elective 2

-

Capstone Project 2

Awarded MBA in
Information Security Management
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ONLINE SHOPPING.
TAKEN FURTHER.
Our dedicated online store for buying
standards, toolkits, and eBooks with
convenient prices
Storing a lifetime’s worth of information
in one place. With no additional cost

TRAINING COURSE CATALOG 2021

for convenience.

BUY NOW!
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Wondering what PECB
has in Store for you?
The first PECB eBook, “ISO 22301:2019
BCMS Implementation Guide,” is now
available for purchase.

TRAINING COURSE CATALOG 2021

Other eBooks are on their way.

Carry the library in your pocket

ORDER YOURS!
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UNLEASHING A WORLD OF
OPPORTUNITIES WITH PECB.
SIEZE YOURS.







+233-54-701-2069

fcms@fcmsconsulting.com

www.fcmsconsulting.com

